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Flash report

In the fourth trilogue on the digital markets act the co-legislators reached a final agreement. All institutions hailed this as a historical moment for regulation of the online sphere, both in the European context and as a global reference point. The ultimate compromise package has been agreed following over 7 hours of discussions and encompassing a number of tradeoffs and new drafting across the text, many of them brokered by the Commission. The compromise notably includes (i) the 75 bn euro market valuation threshold for designation of gatekeepers; (ii) a list of interoperability requirements for messenger services, with some of these basic functionalities related to chats and voice and video calls entering into force with additional delays; (iii) the article on fair reasonable and non-discriminatory access conditions extended beyond app stores to cover also search engines and social networks, including references to alternative dispute settlement mechanism; (iv) side-loading provision with additional cybersecurity safeguards; (v) and a ban on narrow parity clauses. There was also an agreement on a revised article 16 covering behavioural and structural remedies for systematic non-compliance, including a possibility for a temporarily ban on acquisitions. Moreover, a new politically important recital on protection of children online was added on the request of the Parliament, in the context of article 5a on combining personal data. As part of the overall package there was also an agreement that the DMA will start to apply six months after its entry into force, as per the Council general approach. The final legal text, including recitals, will be subject to further legal scrubbing on the technical level.